Around the Clock
Monitoring with our Stateof-the-Art Call Centers
SafeGuardian is adding yet another
layer of protection for its clients.
Our 3 US-based, fully-redundant
emergency monitoring centers are
Five Diamond certified with
employees standing by to help 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. The
centers can dispatch emergency
services, call doctors or other
contacts, and will have access to
important medical information.
We offer this crucial additional service
for just an additional $10 a month for
all Help+Alert™ devices. Contact us
to learn more!
Contact Us

Charging Stands that Keep
You Connected
All Help+Alert™ devices now come
standard with our brand new backup
battery, bluetooth-enabled charging
stands.
Our new-and-improved tabletop
chargers feature a backup battery
that will charge the Help+Alert,
should a user be without power or
traveling. Additionally, it's packed
with features like voice prompts that
tell the user when the device is
charging, a standalone SOS button
that can send out alerts, and
bluetooth pairing with the Help+Alert
device.
Shop Now

Help+Alert™ in 4G!
Same price, even better features!
Lastly, SafeGuardian is happy to
announce that all Help+Alert devices
now run on the nation's largest 4G
LTE network. This means even more
clients can now enjoy the protection
of the Help+Alert without the fear of
being too far from cellular or GPS
reception.

In Other News...
Looking on the Bright Side
May Be Good for Your
Health
A number of recent long-term studies
have linked greater optimism to a
lower risk of developing
cardiovascular disease and other
chronic ailments and to fostering
“exceptional longevity.” - The New
York Times
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Read More

4 Reasons Medicare Might
Cost More Than You Think
Medicare provides health coverage to
millions of seniors 65 and over. But
that coverage comes at a cost -- one
that tends to catch seniors off-guard
for the following reasons. - The
Motley Fool
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Read More

What You Do to Reduce
Loneliness
Various surveys of older Americans
have found that between 33% and

43% of them are lonely. But we
wanted to find out how lonely, what
makes them feel lonely, when they
feel lonely and, most important, what
they do to feel less lonely. - Next
Avenue
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Read More

From all of us at SafeGuardian, thanks for reading!
Sean Holohan
General Manager
SeanH@SafeGuardian.com
800-378-2957 x720





